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Subject:

In what ways do video installations differ from films shown in a cinema?
List the physical differences and use these as evidence to explain the

differences in experience and aesthetic appreciation.

Think about the environment as well as the immediate space in which a
film is shown. Consider the types of film and select an example for more
detailed discussion. If you have not seen a video installation before now,

try to make up for it by viewing available material on Youtube.
(1000 words)

Here are some video installation artists as examples:
Tony Oursler, Ann Hamilton, Stan Douglas, Bruce Nauman, Douglas

Gordon

Step 1: General topic

Selected example:
Pipilotta Rist

'Pickelporno' (1992) for
detailed discussion -

see also

Idea: Human body and
social context of porno
versus visual invention.

Idea: How to make sexual
arousal visible?

Potential topic:
Installation of moving

images

Final Topic:
Spatial Perceptual Art

Area of interest:
In what ways do video installations

differ from films shown in a cinema?
List the physical differences and use

these as evidence to explain the
differences in experience and aesthetic

appreciation.

Context:
Video Installation

Artists

Tony Oursler

Ann Hamilton

Consider:
Film in cinema

Physical
differences

immediate space in
which it is shown

genres of film
(cinema)

environment

Step 2: Narrow topic &
thesis concept

The spectacle of the
spectator

Thesis Statement:

Experience of the spectacle in
video installation

texts on photofilm

texts on institutional
critiques

texts on video art
and installation art

Important
reading (25-

30%)

Relevant but
specialized
reading (25-

Core reading
(50-60%)

texts on conceptual
art

texts on site
specificity

First reading:

searching for Video Art:
- Stallabrass, J. (2004) Contemporary Art : A Very Short
Introduction

- http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/v/video-art
- http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/video-art.htm
- http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/installation-art.htm#types

Stan Douglas

Kwon, M. (2004) One Place after another: Site-
specific Art and locational Identity. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press.

- Kocur, Z. and Leung, S. (2012) Theory in
contemporary art since 1985, Second edition.
ed. Chichester, West Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell.

Alberro, A. and Stimson, B. (1999) Conceptual
Art: A Critical Anthology. Cambridge; London:
MIT Press.

Alberro, A. and Stimson, B. (2011) Institutional
Critique : An Anthology of Artists' Writings.
Cambridge; London: MIT Press.

Bruce Nauman

Douglas
Gordon

Consider:
Video -

installations

Documentary

science-fiction

action

crime

large-scale installations
in colour

projected on public
buildings

Difference in
experience and

aesthetic appreciation

Consider:
Differences

immersive phenomenologial

multi-screened
works

animation

comedy

horror

drama
musicals

westerns

historicals
adventures

cartoons

romance

war

types of video

dark room

installations
(various spaces)

animation

gallery based

computer-based

web-based

photographic

indoor

open-air
community

 viewer enveloped in
space of installation
(versus sculpture)

mute

interactive and require
audience participation

Cohen, B. and Streitberger, A. (2016) The
Photofilmic : Entangled Images in Contemporary
Art and Visual Culture, Lieven Gevaert series.
Leuven: Leuven University Press.

moving images

purpose

institutional context

site specific

'uncomfortable
seating' for
audience

to be seen with a
purpose of looking at

critical art

single channel
(one screen)

multi channel
(several
screens) assemblage

Video: rejecting conventions
of traditional filmmaking Film characteristics (entertainment):

storyline, screenplay, actors,
dialogue

Video characteristics (critical art):
exploring medium, provocative, thought
provoking, challenging ideas of space,

time and form

unconventional
materials

video, sculpture,
performance

audio-video

revealing social context

effect on spacial and
cultural expectations

space as part of
narrative

avant-garde
film

experimental

short films

shorter
sequences -

looped

Stallabrass, J. (2004) Contemporary Art : A Very
Short Introduction, Very Short Introductions.
Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press.

'spatial art'
opposing

commodified
'mobile art'

video games

music videosvideo clips

competing with
mass culture

content

handling of
..

human body and
human conditions

spectacle

TV'YouTube'

use of small
surveillance camera

stereotypes

banality
porno

kitsch

transcendental
experience

feminist art
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Assignment 5 -
Brainstorming and outline


